
Please read this and educate yourself on the core reason for public disapproval at the general 

political and planning process in Sydney; 

 

http://www.macrobusiness.com.au/2016/11/australian-mega-cities-policy-choice-not-fait-accompli/ 

 

I trust you are aware of enormous negative sentiment for GSC and the plans put forward. The lack of 

formal responses to your plans should not be taken as support, rather of disengagement. 

 

Your plans for Sydney inspire no confidence. Look at the CSELR which will be at capacity on the day it 

opens after a $3b spend. The eastern suburbs requires a railway line designed above its patronage 

on opening day, however the developer lobby and vested interests had easy gains to make from a 

tokenistic light rail. The light rail is overcost, no faster than buses, created destruction to local 

heritage and will be at capacity on the day it opens. A rail line was necessary but your model doesnt 

allow it without cramming density in on day one to pay for it.  

 

 

 

The value capture model clearly fails existing residents. Value capture infrastructure is ok if other 

pressing infrastructure for existing residents was delivered, however in Sydney value capture is the 

first and only model used! It is wrong.  

 

 

 

Your plans provide no confidence that livability of Sydney can be maintained throughout enormous 

population growth. The 30 minute city is based on the fact that travel beyond your zone will be so 

difficult that the planning process will neglect it. In real life, many western sydney families will  

need/want to regularly venture beyond their zone, and congestion will result. If Sydney was to 

function with 8.5m in 2060, which I do not support, all of that growth would be in the eastern zone. 

Thats efficiency, serviced by an extensive metro system. To put huge density in western sydney is 

flawed and against all best practice we see around the world. Intensifying western sydney shows the 

corrupted state planning by land bankers. 

 

 

 

Ask the people what size city they want. The growth model can be knowledge based on a city 

stabilising at todays levels, rather than dumb consumption growing to 11m in 2100 which then leads 

where? The very first questions â€“ how big do we want â€“ and why - are never asked. Because you 

dont want the answer.  



 

The current political system cannot survive your growth rates. A backlash is occuring. You must 

abandon the developer led infrastructure model, and lobby on behalf of the Sydney public, for much 

lower total population growth and ALL investment in existing suburbs for existing capacity issues 

(such as the northern beaches with no first world public transport, and our city without a metro 

system). 


